The Beacon
High Way
Parent/Carer Guide to
Supporting Success

Believe. Belong. Become.

Introduction
At Beacon High we recognise the significant benefits that a working partnership between
school and home can have on our students. We believe that there are three main
stakeholders in ensuring your child/our student reaches their full potential and, ultimately,
leads a happy and successful life.
We all have a vital role to play towards their success and it is a team effort. At times it will
not be easy, however working together to provide a supportive and calm environment will
aid their development.
Building positive relationships is one key ingredient that we believe will help your child to
achieve their potential.

Beacon High Stakeholders
Parents/
Carers

Student

Beacon Top Tips:


Use Parents’ Evenings/Meetings or Academic
Planning/Review Days to work with the school
to help build the positive relationship.

School

“Whether you come from a

estate
or a
estate,

Remember we both want the same thing,
your child to be successful.



Talk about your child’s expectations in terms
of how much they should be doing at home.
Negotiate a set of “rules for home learning” 40% of learning takes place outside of a
classroom.

will be determined by your
own
and

.”
Michelle Obama

Do:







Beacon High “Do and Do Not”

Discuss with your child their target grades and what your role could be in
supporting them to achieve them
Provide an environment necessary for success. Students need a place to
revise that is quiet, calm and comfortable. If space is limited, direct them to
the local library or to stay behind after school
Give plenty of praise and encouragement. Point out areas of success and
don’t dwell on the errors: learning is a process, failure is key, as long as
they learn from it!
Stay calm during challenging situations

Do Not:





Make comparisons with brothers, sisters, friends and so on
Worry if their revision techniques seem strange or unusual
Expect them to study all of the time, as taking some time out to relax will
have a positive effect on their work and learning
Allow them to eat and/or drink junk food, for example, fast food, sweets,
crisps and so on...

The Power of “YET”
Matthew Syed, in his number one best selling book,
stated that sometimes the way we think about our
abilities can limit our potential. It can stop us from even
trying. He argues that with the right mind-set we are
capable of so much more because we are willing to put in
the effort.
We need to start modelling the power of “YET”.
When our child says “I can’t do it”, rephrase it to “I can’t do it, yet”. Remind
them that learning is a process and failure is key to progressing, as long as
they learn from their mistakes.

Believe

Become
Belong

How can you help your child and
prepare them to perform?
“If my

Beacon High 5
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can

my

Help them set goals
Keep them active
Healthy Eating
Sleep Patters
Unplugging

can conceive it, if
Then I can
”
Jesse Jackson

1. Help Them Set Goals





Encourage them to keep their goals visible e.g. printed and
displayed on their bedroom wall.
Help focus them and talk to them about their goals regularly.
Use Academic Planning and Review Days to help guide the
conversations.
Give positive reinforcement.

“There will be

2. Keep Them Active


.

There will be



Beacon High Top 10
Reasons:

There will be
But with
,

there are
Michael Phelps

Encourage them to keep active on a
regular basis e.g. make sure they use their PE
lessons to do this.
Plan to do active things together on a
weekend.

”

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Increases CONFIDENCE
Improves MEMORY
Reduces DEPRESSION
Develops FOCUS
Increases ATTENTION
Reduces FATIGUE
Improves QUALITY OF LIFE
Improves MOOD
Improves SLEEP
Boosts BRAIN POWER

3. Healthy Eating
Eating the right food and drink can energise their system,
improve their alertness and sustain your child through exams.

Mighty
Magnesium
Magnesium is involved in
over 1000 enzymatic
reactions in the body. It is
vitally important in providing
our cells with energy:






Green vegetables
Nuts
Pulses
Fish
Bananas

Up the B’s & Omegea 3’s
B vitamins are directly involved in creating
energy and giving us a boost:









Green vegetables
Asparagus/spinach
Broccoli
Yoghurt
Chicken/salmon
Whole Grain/brown rice
Almonds/pecans
Eggs

Why not try a few recipes on the next page to
power up the brain?

4. Sleep Patterns







Young people need between 8-9 hours sleep per night.
Create a relaxing evening routing.
Make sure they don’t eat too late at night.
Avoid giving them caffeine or sugary drinks late at
night.
Encourage them to switch off from Social
Media/Technology at least an hour before
bedtime.

Beacon High Top Tips:
- Talk about a regular time for lights out (a time where you
both agree).
- Suggest that they leave time after studying to wind down.
- Be flexible with the lights out time at weekends.

5. Unplugging





Encourage your child to develop self-discipline when using tablets or
laptops. Suggest they do not leave Social Media apps. on in the background.
Switch off from technology 30 minutes before bedtime.
Make sure that your child puts their phone away and on silent whilst they are
concentrating on school learning/work or sleeping.
Choose some time each day/week to switchoff and unplug from technology with them.

People see success in somebody’s
performance, the end product.
What they don’t see is all the hard
work, determination and resilience
that has gone into it before.
They don’t see how many times a
person has failed and picked
themselves back up again.
Doddle Education

Revision Tips
Believe. Belong. Become.

The Forgetting Issue








Students all have different approaches to revision, but in every
case the best way to support your child is to set out a revision plan.
Establish how much time they have available between now and the
exams/assessment and then draw up a realistic timetable together.
Let your child decide what they need to focus on. This will help
empower them and encourage them to take responsibility.
Encourage and support them to stick to their timetable.
Choose a place in the house to revise where they will not be
distracted.
Switching revision between subjects avoids them becoming
bored.
You can offer small ‘rewards’ after revision. Nothing extravagant,
just a small reward to get them motivated.

Matthew Syed , ‘You are Awesome’ Journal

You only remember

.
Is the

of it in the first

and
to
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The POWER of Past Papers




Going through past papers is VERY helpful. Your child needs to familiarise
themselves with the format of every exam they sit and the wording.
Past papers act as a guide to the type of topics.
They should practise making brief plans before answering any questions;
This method will help keep them on track when writing extended answers.

Common Issues








Failing to answer the question.
Misinterpreting the question— because they do not understand
the command word.
Not reading the instructions carefully.
Not writing the answers in the way they are required.
Running out of time.
Writing waffle!
Illegible handwriting.

“The secret of

is getting started. The secret
of getting started is
your
complex
into
then starting with the first
one.”
Mark Twain
Matthew Syed , ‘You are Awesome’

Mind Maps
How does it work?

Mindmaps help generate ideas
and make association. They act
as a powerful memory aid
because they are visual.

Beacon High Top Tips:
 Use keywords, or images
 Start from the centre of the

page and work out
 Make the centre clear and
strong visual image. Be
creative.

Flash Cards
How does it work?

This method allows students
to break down information
into smaller units under key
headings.
Some write a key word or
point on one side of the card
and an explanation on the other. This allows them to read through the key
points, using them to trigger their memory before they can check the
accuracy of recall on the other side.

Mnemonics
How does it work?
Using the first letter of each word to make a word to prompt your memory.
For example, the seven characteristics of living organisms:

Mr. Grief (Movement, Reproduction, Growth Respiration, Irritability, Excretion,
Feeding).

Command Words
Command words are key as they tell the students what to do! Below are a few
examples and the meaning. Ask your child about other subject specific words.

Command Word


Analyse



Calculate
Compare
Consider
Define
Describe
Discuss















Evaluate
Explain
Identify
Interpret
Justify
Outline
Suggest
State

Meaning
Separate information into components and identify
their characteristics
Complete a calculation
Identify similarities and or differences
Review and respond to given information
Specific meaning
Set out characteristics
Present key points about different ideas or
strengths and weaknesses
Judge from available evidence
Set out reasons
Name or otherwise characterise
Translate information
Support case with evidence
State information about
Present a possible case/solution
Express clearly and briefly

Beacon Independence
The SIX Steps to Organise Independent Studies

“...not only that you

a better

but also that you
in every fibre of your being, that you are
..”
Marcus Buckingham

,

Beacon Applications (Apps.)

Show My Homework
www.showmyhomework.co.uk/login/pin
Show My Homework is an online homework calendar showing homework
information, deadlines and attachments for students. All homework set by our
teachers will be displayed online using Show My Homework.

The benefits of the system for students are:
See all of your homework at the click of a button
A personalised experience to help you stay organised
All homework details are accessible 24/7, long after the school bell rings!
Key Stage 3 follow the Beacon Edge home learning policy. For more
information on this project, please contact the school.




MathsWatch
https://vle.mathswatch.co.uk/vle/
MathsWatch is the a completely online Maths platform that makes
learning available to students 24/7. Students in both Key Stage 3 and 4 have
full access and are able to access it from home. Please speak to the Head of
Maths if students require their username and password.

GCSEPod https://www.gcsepod.com/
GCSEPod turns a mobile
phone into a learning tool.
The aim is to build students
confidence, with hundreds of
online videos to watch; students
are able to master tricky topics
and watch online or download
to watch offline
tutorials.
Students are able to access
exam specific playlists which
helps keep their revision
organised.
For more information, please
contact the school.

KS3:

Reading Lists

Fantasy

Sport

Sandrider by Angie Rider

Going for Gold by Alex T Smith

The Raven’s Call by Kris Humphrey

Harry Miller’s Run by David Almond

Doombringer by Paul Stewart

TJ and the Winning Gold by Theo Walcott

Fire Witch by Matt Ralphs

Rugby Academy by Tom Palmer

Adventure

Sci-Fi

Return by Aaron Becker

The Vampire of Croglin by Terry Deary

The Lost Gods by Francesca Simon

The Strange Star by Emma Carrol

Marius and the Band of Blood by Christopher The Moon-Faced-Ghoul-Thing by Barry
Hutchinson
W. Whill
Attack of the Demon Dinner Ladies by Pame- Max Helsing by Curtis Jobling
la Butchart

Classics

Horror

The Silver Chair by C.S Lewis

Spaceman John the (nearly) Bold by Johnny
Smith

The Silver Sword by Ian Serrallier

A Galaxy Too Far by Jamie Thompson

The Twits by Roald Dahl

The Mighty Frog by Guy Bass

The Neverending Story by Michael Ende

Space Dog by Mini Grey

KS4:
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini

Matilda by Roald Dahl

The Fire Next Time by James Baldwin

Things Fall Apart by Chinua Achebe

The Catcher in the Rye by J.D. Salinger

Harry Potter by J.K. Rowling

The Suspicions of Mr Whicher by Kate
Summerscale

Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austin

Memoirs of a Geisha by Arthur Golden

The Arab of the Future by Riad Sattouf

Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austin

The Time Machine by H.G. Wells

The Three Musketeers by Alexandre Dumas

The Name of the Rose by Umberto Eco

“I

that one of life’s
is never
.”
Oprah Winfrey

Beacon High
Hilldrop Road
London
N7 0JG

Tel: 02 07487 5885
Email: postbox@beaconhigh.org

www.beaconhigh.org

